
About Denver

Known as the mile-high city, Denver sits just to the east of the Rocky Mountains giving
visitors and locals easy access to a variety of outdoor adventures. Denver is only an
hour away from some of the best hiking, skiing, and camping in the US for those
outdoor enthusiasts.

With its growing popularity, Denver has become a hot spot for musicians, sports fans,
and entrepreneurs. Unique restaurants, sports stadiums, and concert halls are all within
walking distance downtown, making it easy to experience a little bit of everything
without leaving the city.

Denver also offers everything from museums, aquariums, and zoos for those who want
a more educational experience. With its historic buildings and unique arts center, the
city offers something for every age group with the ability to host and entertain any
interest.

From venue selection to food, Denver has some amazing and tasteful selections for
those looking to host an event or get together. Whether it’s a baby shower, wedding, or
corporate function, Denver’s unique location makes it a popular choice for outdoor or
indoor functions, offering beautiful scenery and diverse entertainment.

Baby Shower Options in Denver

The mile-high culture and atmosphere bring plenty of options when it comes to hosting
a baby shower. From a wide selection of food to amazing historic and industrial
buildings, Denver has options that make it easy to plan the perfect event.

● Caterers
When it comes to hosting an event or party there are a few staple things you
need, and food is one of the most important. Denver offers a variety of food that
is sure to keep guests full and happy, with a large selection to satisfy any taste.

● Transportation
Downtown can be a crowded and tricky place to navigate without being familiar
with it, Denver offers transportation via a light-rail system, taxis, and more.

● Venue Selection



Having the right venue for your party is important, Denver offers plenty of choices
from industrial, to the scenic outdoors able to accommodate any number of
guests for any theme.

● Decorators
Once the venue has been selected, decorating it to match the vibe and theme is
next. Denver is home to some top-tier decoration companies and individuals who
can make your dream event come to life.

● Entertainment
Entertainment is one of the key things that guests will remember about any
event, with talent able to cater to any atmosphere, Denver offers bands,
comedians, or equipment that keep things entertaining.

● Videographers
Whether it’s a baby shower, wedding, or gender reveal, hiring a local
videographer to record the moments shared with guests enables everyone to
relive the moment for life.

● Equipment Rentals
Providing everything from audio and video, to tables and chairs, having the right
equipment to host an event becomes easy with the help of a professional
equipment rental company.

Event Planning Companies in Denver

● Muse Events
One of Denver’s premier event planners, Muse Events offers clients everything
they need for corporate and personal events. From planning and design to guest
registration and check-in, Muse does it all.

● MDN Productions
Nominated for multiple awards, MDN Productions is a professional event
planning company that is well known throughout the front range. From corporate
functions to baby showers, they work closely with clients to ensure 100%
satisfaction.

● Bello & Blue Events



From personalized handwritten invitations to finding the most iconic locations,
Bello & Blue are passionate about making every party an experience worth
remembering.

● AW Events
With over 200 events under their belt, AW Events knows a thing or two about
event planning. From decoration, food, and location, AW works hard to make
your event an experience to remember.

Pros and Cons of Having a Baby Shower in Denver

Pros

● Venu Selection
From rustic industrial buildings to old train depots, Denver has a large variety of
venues that will provide a unique and beautiful space for any event.

● Scenery
Sitting on the front range, Denver has terrific views of the rocky mountains.
Rolling hills and orange sunsets provide breathtaking scenery.

● Outdoors
Popular outdoor activities such as biking, hiking, and swimming are common
within Denver. Having the chance to get out and enjoy the mile-high sunshine is
an experience all its own.

● Food
Italian, Mexican, Japanese, and traditional American can all be found downtown,
giving visitors the chance to taste a little bit of everything.

● Entertainment for All
There’s always something happening in Denver, live bands at one of the many
concert halls, stand-up comedians at comedy works, Denver surely has
entertainment for all.

Cons

● Prices



With growing popularity comes an increase in prices, rising costs of food, travel
and venue rentals makes a trip to Denver hit the wallet.

● Traffic & Commute
If you ask the locals what rush hour is, the answer you’ll probably hear is always.
Denver is on the move from sunup to sundown causing traffic and commute to
take longer.

● Overly Crowded
With so many activities taking place downtown, Denver is always packed with
tourists, locals, and everyone in between. The number of pedestrians walking,
biking and driving can be overwhelming when trying to travel.

● Booking a Venue
Having such beautiful scenery and entertainment, Denver is a very popular
choice for weddings, baby showers, and other events. Booking a venue is not
only pricey but needs to be done months in advance.

● Weather
The Colorado weather is unpredictable, you might wake up to snow in the
morning just to have a blazing hot sun hours later, sometimes making plans
difficult and weather dependent.

Famous Baby Shower Locations in Denver

Denver is home to some unique and engaging activities and places, from Elitch
Gardens to the Museum of Nature and Science, there is enough entertainment to keep
busy for an entire trip.

● Elitch Gardens
One of the largest attractions in Denver, Elitch Gardens offers an amusement
park for the thrill-seekers as well as a water park, giving the entire family a day
full of fun in the sun.

● Denver Museum of Nature and Science
From the towering dinosaur skeletons to the interactive human anatomy room,
the museum is a unique and educational experience that includes a food court,
and 3D cinema.

● Denver Botanic Gardens



A stroll through the Denver Botanic Gardens is an easy way to see and learn
about various plants throughout the region. Colorful flowers line the path as
visitors learn about rare and unique plants that are hard to find in nature.
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